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A REPRESENTATION OF HYPONORMAL ABSOLUTELY
NORM ATTAINING OPERATORS
NEERU BALA AND RAMESH G.
Abstract. In this article, we characterize absolutely norm attaining
normal operators in terms of the essential spectrum. Later we prove a
structure theorem for hyponormal absolutely norm attaining (or AN -
operators in short) and deduce conditions for the normality of the op-
erator. In the end, we prove that if an AN -operator and its adjoint
are paranormal then the operator is normal, which improves one of the
existing results in the literature.
1. Introduction
The class of hyponormal operators is an important class of non-normal
operators. The problem ”when a hyponormal operator is normal?” is studied
by several researchers. It is known that a compact hyponormal operator is
normal (see [1, 5] for more details). We refer [13] for several other such
sufficient conditions. One more important result in this direction is that
a hyponormal operator whose spectrum has zero area measure is normal,
which follows by Putnam’s inequality [16, Theorem 1].
In this article, we consider similar questions by weakening the above men-
tioned conditions. More precisely we replace the compact operator by an
operator in the bigger class, namely AN -class of operators. Another im-
portant result we prove is that a hyponormal AN -operator whose essential
spectrum and the Weyl spectrum coincide must be normal. To prove these
results we first establish a representation of hyponormal AN -operators.
Let H be a complex Hilbert space and T be a bounded linear operator on
H. Then T is called norm attaining if there exist x P H, }x} “ 1 such that
}Tx} “ }T }, absolutely norm attainingor AN -operator, if for any closed
subspace M of H, the operator T |M : M Ñ H is norm attaining, that is
there exist x P M, }x} “ 1 such that }T |Mx} “ }Tx} “ }T |M}. The set of
absolutely norm attaining operators is a subclass of norm attaining operators
and contains the space of all compact operators, isometries. In general, it
contains partial isometries with either finite-dimensional null space or finite-
dimensional range space. This class was first studied by Carvajal and Neves
in [6]. Structure of these operators in the positive case has been studied in
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[15, 17, 19]. In [19] characterization of normal and self-adjoint AN -operators
are studied. In general, the adjoint of an AN -operator need not be AN (see
[6] for more details), but when the operator is normal, this is indeed true.
In this article first, we study a characterization of normal AN -operators
in terms of the essential spectrum. Later we prove a structure theorem for
hyponormal AN -operators and as a consequence, we deduce that a compact
hyponormal is normal. In the end, we prove that if an AN -operator and its
adjoint are paranormal then the operator must be normal. This improves a
result due to the second author in [17].
In the remaining part of this section, we introduce basic notions and nota-
tions used in the article. In the second section, we give a characterization of
normal AN -operators. In the last section, we prove a representation theo-
rem for the hyponormal AN -operators and deduce important consequences.
1.1. Preliminaries. We denote the space of all bounded linear operators
fromH1 toH2 by BpH1,H2q. For T P BpH1,H2q, RpT q andNpT q denote the
range and null space of T , respectively. If RpT q is finite dimensional, then
T is called a finite-rank operator. A bounded linear operator T is said to be
compact, if T maps every bounded set in H1 into a pre-compact set in H2.
The set of all finite-rank operators and compact operators in BpH1,H2q are
denoted by FpH1,H2q and KpH1,H2q, respectively. In particular FpHq :“
FpH,Hq and KpHq :“ KpH,Hq.
If T P BpH1,H2q, then the adjoint operator T
˚ : H2 Ñ H1 is a bounded
linear operator satisfying xTx, yy “ xx, T ˚yy @x P H1, y P H2.
For T P BpHq, ρpT q “ tλ P C : T ´ λI is invertible in BpHqu is called the
resolvent set of T and σpT q “ CzρpT q is called the spectrum of T .
An operator T P BpHq is said to be Fredholm, if RpT q is closed, NpT q
and NpT ˚q are finite dimensional. In this case, the index of T is defined by
indpT q “ dimNpT q ´ dimNpT ˚q.
The essential spectrum, the Weyl spectrum of T are defined by
σesspT q :“tλ P C : T ´ λI is not Fredholmu,
ωpT q :“tλ P C : T ´ λI is not Fredholm of index 0u,
respectively. We denote the set of all isolated eigenvalues of T with finite
multiplicity by π00pT q. The quantity mepT q :“ inftλ : λ P σessp|T |qu is
called the essential minimum modulus of T . For more details about Fred-
holm theory and the essential spectrum, we refer to [4, 14, 18].
If M is a closed subspace of H, then the unit sphere in M is denoted by
SM “ tx P M : }x} “ 1u. For T P BpHq, M is said to be invariant under
T if TM Ď M . For a non-negative real number r, the open disc and circle
with centre 0 and radius r are denoted by Dp0, rq :“ tz P C : |z| ă ru and
Cp0, rq :“ tz P C : |z| “ ru, respectively.
For T P BpHq,mpT q :“ inf t}Tx};x P H1, }x} “ 1u is called theminimum
modulus of T . For more details, we refer to [7, 9].
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Let T P BpHq. Then T is said to be normal if T ˚T “ TT ˚, self-adjoint
if T ˚ “ T and positive if xTx, xy ě 0, @x P H.
Definition 1.1. Let T P BpHq. Then T is called
(1) hyponormal, if TT ˚ ď T ˚T .
(2) paranormal, if }Tx}2 ď }T 2x}}x}, @x P H.
Note that every hyponormal operator is paranormal. Ando [2] gave the
following characterization for paranormal operators.
Theorem 1.2. [2, Theorem 1] An operator T P BpHq is paranormal if an
only if
T ˚
2
T 2 ´ 2λT ˚T ` λ2I ě 0@λ ą 0.
Theorem 1.3. [1, 5] Every compact hyponormal operator T P BpHq is
normal.
The above result is true for paranormal operators as well, see [12, Theorem
2] for more details.
Lemma 1.4. [17, Lemma 3.4] Suppose T P BpHq is a paranormal norm
attaining operator. Then Np|T | ´ }T }Iq is an invariant subspace for T .
An operator T P BpHq is called absolutely norm attaining if for every
closed subspace M Ď H, T |M is norm attaining. We denote the space of
all absolutely norm attaining operators in BpH1,H2q by AN pH1,H2q and
AN pHq :“ AN pH,Hq.
First, we recall a few important results related to positive AN -operators
which we need to prove our results. For positive absolutely norm attaining
operators, we have the following characterizations.
Theorem 1.5. [15, Theorem 5.1] Let H be a complex Hilbert space of ar-
bitrary dimension and let P be a positive operator on H. Then P is an
AN -operator if and only if P is of the form P “ αI `K `F , where α ě 0,
K is a positive compact operator and F is a self-adjoint finite rank operator.
We remark that the representation in Theorem 1.5 can be made unique
and the value of α can be found out to be mepT q, the essential minimum
modulus of T . For full details, we refer to [19].
In [17] the following representation for normal AN -operators is proved.
Theorem 1.6. [17, Theorem 3.9, Theorem 3.13] Let T P AN pHq be a
normal operator. Then there exist pHβ, UβqβPσp|T |q such that
(1) Hβ is a reducing subspace for T ,
(2) Uβ P BpHβq is a unitary operator.
such that
(1) H “ ‘
βPσp|T |q
Hβ,
(2) T “ ‘
βPσp|T |q
βUβ ,
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(3) σpT q Ď Y
βPσp|T |q
βT, where T “ tz P C : |z| “ 1u.
In above theorem, precisely Hβ “ Np|T | ´ βIq.
Theorem 1.7. [17, Theorem 2.4] Let H be an infinite dimensional Hilbert
space and T P BpHq be positive. Then T P AN pHq if and only if σesspT q
is singleton set and rmpT q,mepT qq contains at most finitely many points of
σpT q.
2. Normal AN -operators
Here we give a spectral characterization of normal absolutely norm at-
taining operators in terms of the essential spectrum.
Theorem 2.1. Let H be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and T P BpHq
be a normal operator. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) T P AN pHq.
(2) There exists a non-negative real number α ě 0 such that σesspT q Ď
BDp0, αq and Dp0, αq contains at most finitely many points of σpT q.
(3) There exists a non-negative real number α and at most finitely many
non-negative real numbers r1, r2, . . . rn0 ď α satisfying σesspT q Ď
BDp0, αq and BDp0, riq X σpT q ‰ H finite set.
Proof. (1)ñ(2) Let T P AN pHq. By Theorem 1.6, T can be represented as
T “ ‘
βPσp|T |q
βUβ ,
where Uβ is unitary operator on a finite dimensional subspace Hβ “ Np|T |´
βIq of H for all β ‰ mepT q. Let us write α “ mepT q. As Uβ is a finite rank
operator for every β ‰ α, it follows that σesspT q Ď BDp0, αq.
Also, σpT q Ď Y
βPσp|T |q
σpβUβq. As σpUβq is finite for β ‰ α and by The-
orem 1.7 there are at most finitely many β P σp|T |q such that β ă α, say
β1, β2, . . . βm (see [17, Theorem 3.9] for details), which imply
Dp0, αq X σpT q “
m
Y
i“1
rσpβiUβiq X σpT qs Ď
m
Y
i“1
βiσpUβiq.
For 1 ď i ď m, Uβi is a finite-rank operator, which implies
m
Y
i“1
βiσpUβiq is
finite and consequently Dp0, αq X σpT q is a finite subset of C.
(2)ñ(3) is trivial.
(3)ñ(1) By the continuous functional calculus, we know that λ P σpT q
implies |λ| P σp|T |q. Therefore r1, r2, . . . rn0 P σp|T |q. Also note that by
definition mepT q “ α.
We claim that σp|T |q X r0, αq “ tr1, r2, . . . rn0u. If there exist some r ă α
such that r P σp|T |q, then again by the functional calculus BDp0, rqXσpT q ‰
H. So, r should be one of these ri, 1 ď i ď n0.
Finally, we have that σessp|T |q “ tαu and r0, αq X σp|T |q is finite set,
namely tr1, r2, . . . rn0u. By Theorem 1.7, |T | P AN pHq and consequently
T P AN pHq. 
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Remark 2.2. For non-normal AN operators part (2) of Theorem 2.1 need
not hold. The following example illustrates this.
Example 2.3. Consider the right shift operator R : ℓ2pNq Ñ ℓ2pNq defined
by Rpx1, x2, . . .q “ p0, x1, x2, . . .q, @pxnq P ℓ
2pNq. As R is an isometry, it is
an AN -operator. We know that σpRq “ Dp0, 1q, σesspRq “ BDp0, 1q and
mepRq “ 1. It is easy to observe that Dp0, 1q contains uncountably many
points of σpRq. Though R P AN pℓ2pNqq, it does not satisfy part (2) of
Theorem 2.1.
By [19, Proposition 3.4], we know that if T “ T ˚ P AN pHq, then the es-
sential spectrum of T contains at most two points. Here, in fact by Theorem
2.1 we can characterize self-adjoint AN -operators. A different characteriza-
tion of self-adjoint AN -operators is given in Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 4.5
of [19].
Corollary 2.4. Let T P BpHq be a self-adjoint operator. Then T P AN pHq
if and only if there exists α ě 0 such that σesspT q Ď t´α,αu and p´α,αq X
σpT q is at most finite.
Proof. From Theorem 2.1, T P AN pHq if and only if there exists α ě 0 such
that σesspT q Ď BDp0, αqq and Dp0, αqXσpT q is at most finite. Since T “ T
˚,
we have σpT q Ď r´}T }, }T }s. In this case Dp0, αq X σpT q “ p´α,αq X σpT q
is at most finite and σesspT q Ď t´α,αu. 
We conclude this section with a comment on absolutely minimum attain-
ing operators. Recall that T P BpH1,H2q is called minimum attaining, if
there exists x P H1 with }x} “ 1 such that }Tx} “ mpT q. An operator T
is said to be absolutely minimum attaining (or AM-operator, in short) if
for every non zero closed subspace M of H, the operator T |M : M Ñ H
is minimum attaining. We refer [7, 9, 10] and references therein for more
detail about AM-operators. The structure of multiplication AM-operators
as well as normal AM-operators are discussed in [3].
By imitating the proof of Theorem 2.1 and using [3, Theorem 4.4], we
can get the following characterization for normal AM-operators.
Theorem 2.5. Let T P BpHq be a normal operator. The following are
equivalent.
(1) T P AMpHq.
(2) There exists a real number β ě 0 such that Annp0;β, }T }q contains
at most finitely many points of σpT q and σesspT q Ď BDp0, βq, where
Annp0;β, }T }q :“ tz P C : β ă |z| ď }T }u.
(3) There exist a real number β ě 0 and at most finitely many positive
real numbers s1, s2, . . . sm0 ą β such that BDp0, siq X σpT q ‰ H, i “
1, 2, . . . m0 and σesspT q Ď BDp0, βq.
Remark 2.6. The spectral decomposition of positive AM-operators is es-
tablished in [3].
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3. Hyponormal AN -operators
In this section, we prove a structure theorem for hyponormalAN -operators
and deduce a few important consequences.
Lemma 3.1. Let T P BpHq be a non-zero norm attaining hyponormal oper-
ator. If N p|T | ´ }T }Iq is finite dimensional, then it is a reducing subspace
for T . Moreover T |Np|T |´}T }Iq “ }T }U , where U P BpNp|T | ´ }T }Iqq is a
unitary operator.
Proof. Let M :“ N p|T | ´ }T }Iq. By [17, Lemma 4.3], we know that M is
an invariant subspace for T and T}T } is an isometry on M . But as M is
finite dimensional, we have that T}T } is unitary on M , denote it by U . Hence
T |M “ }T }U .
Since M is an invariant subspace for T , T has the following matrix rep-
resentation;
T “
„
T |M A
0 B

,
where A P BpMK,Mq, B P BpMKq. Since T is hyponormal, we have
0 ď T ˚T ´ TT ˚ “
„
´AA˚ pT |M q
˚A´AB˚
A˚T |M ´BA
˚ A˚A`B˚B ´BB˚

.
By the positivity of operator matrix, we get ´AA˚ ě 0, which imply A “ 0.
Hence
T “
„
T |M 0
0 B

.
That is, M is a reducing subspace for T . 
Proposition 3.2. Let T P BpHq be a non-zero hyponormal AN -operator
with σessp|T |q “ t}T }u. If π00p|T |q is non-empty and π00p|T |q “ tλiu
m0
i“1 for
some m0 P N, then
(1) H “ H1 ‘H2, where H1 “ Np|T | ´ }T }Iq, H2 “
m0
‘
i“1
Np|T | ´ λiIq.
(2) T has the following representation with respect to H1 ‘H2.
T “
H1 H2ˆ ˙
}T }S0 A H1
0 B H2
where
(a) S0 P BpH1q is an isomtery.
(b) A, B are finite-rank operators with S˚0A “ 0 and pA`Bq
˚pA`
Bq “
m0
‘
i“1
λ2i INp|T |´λiIq.
If π00pT q is an empty set then T “ }T }S0.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that T “ S|T |, where S P BpHq
is an isometry. To see this, let T “ V |T | be the polar decomposition of T ,
where V is a partial isometry with the initial space NpT qK and the final
space RpT q and we know that NpT q Ď NpT ˚q “ RpT qK, so there exist a
partial isometryW with initial space NpT q and the final space RpT qK. Then
S :“ V `W is an isometry on H and T “ S|T |.
Note that as |T | P AN pHq, we have }T } P σpp|T |q. Since σessp|T |q “
t}T }u, it is clear that Np|T | ´ }T }Iq is infinite dimensional subspace of H.
Next, as N p|T | ´ }T }Iq “ NpT ˚T ´}T }2Iq is invariant under T by Lemma
1.4, we observe from the following equation that N p|T | ´ }T }Iq is invariant
under S;
Sx “
S|T |x
}T }
“
Tx
}T }
P N p|T | ´ }T }Iq , @x P N p|T | ´ }T }Iq .
Since |T | P AN pHq, it follows that π00p|T |q is at most finite by Theorem
1.7. If π00p|T |q is empty set, then H2 “ t0u,H “ H1 and T “ }T }S.
Now, we assume that π00p|T |q is non-empty and equal to tλiu
m0
i“1 for some
m0 P N, where λi ă }T }. Thus we have
(3.1) S “
H1 H2ˆ ˙
S|H1 S1 H1
0 S2 H2
.
Note that S1 “ PH1S|H2 and S2 “ PH2S|H2 . Also
|T | “
„
}T }IH1 0
0 F

,
where F “
m0
‘
i“1
λiIMi and Mi “ Np|T | ´ λiIq is finite dimensional subspace
of H. From this we conclude that
T “
„
S|H1 S1
0 S2
„
}T }IH1 0
0 F

“
„
}T }S|H1 S1F
0 S2F

.
Now we write A :“ S1F , B :“ S2F and S0 “ S|H1 . As T is hyponormal
operator, we have
0 ď T ˚T ´ TT ˚
“
„
}T }2IH1 ´ }T }
2PRpS0q ´AA
˚ }T }S˚0A´AB
˚
}T }A˚S0 ´BA
˚ A˚A`B˚B ´BB˚

.
Thus AA˚ ď PRpS0qK , which gives RpAq “ RpAA
˚q Ď RpS0q
K “ NpS˚0 q.
Consequenlty S˚
0
A “ 0. We have A`B “ pS1`S2qF , thus pA`Bq
˚pA`Bq “
F 2 “
m0
‘
i“1
λ2i IMi , as S
˚
1S1 ` S
˚
2S2 “ IH2 by equation (3.1). 
Corollary 3.3. The operator T in Proposition 3.2 is normal if and only if
S0 is unitary.
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Proof. If S0 is unitary then by the condition S
˚
0A “ 0, we have A “ 0. In
this case, B is a hyponormal operator. As it is finite-rank operator, it must
be normal by Theorem 1.3. Hence T is normal.
Conversely assume that T is a normal operator. Then Np|T | ´ }T }Iq “
NpT ˚T ´}T }2Iq “ NpTT ˚´}T }2Iq is a reducing subspace for T , that is H1
is a reducing subspace for T . Consequently H1 is a reducing subspace for S,
where S is the isometry in the proof of Proposition 3.2 satisfying T “ S|T |
and we get
S “
„
S0 0
0 S2

.
As a result A “ 0.F “ 0 and the normality of T forces that S0 to be
unitary. 
Theorem 3.4. Let T P AN pHq be a hyponormal operator. Then
(1) there exists closed subspaces H0,H1,H2 with dimpH2q ă 8 such that
H “ H0 ‘H1 ‘H2.
(2) T has the following representation with respect to H0 ‘H1 ‘H2;
T “
H0 H1 H2˜ ¸
S0 0 0 H0
0 λS1 A H1
0 0 S2 H2
,
where σessp|T |q “ tλu, for some λ P R and
(a) S0 “
n0
‘
i“1
λiUi for some unitary operator Ui P B pN p|T | ´ λiIqq,
if pλ, }T }s X σp|T |q “ tλiu
n0
i“1 for some n0 P NY t8u or S0 “ 0
if pλ, }T }s X σp|T |q is empty set.
(b) S1 P BpH1q is an isometry.
(c) A, S2 are finite-rank operators with S
˚
1A “ 0 and
pA` S2q
˚pA` S2q “
m0
‘
j“1
δ2j INp|T |´δjIq,
if r0, λq X σp|T |q “ tδj : 1 ď j ď m0u for some m0 P N.
Proof. Let T P AN pHq. Then |T | P AN pHq and hence σessp|T |q is singleton,
say tλu and σp|T |q is countable, by Theorem 1.7. Again using Theorem 1.7,
we know that r0, λq contains at most finitely many points of σp|T |q and
pλ, }T }s contains at most countably many points of σp|T |q.
First, we assume that λ ă }T } and consequently pλ, }T }s X σp|T |q is non-
empty and pλ, }T }s X σp|T |q “ tλiu
n0
i“1 for some n0 P NY t8u. Now, define
H0 “
n0
‘
i“1
N p|T | ´ λiIq and H1 “ Np|T | ´ λIq.
Without loss of generality, we assume that λ1 “ }T }. By Lemma 3.1,
Np|T | ´ }T }Iq is reducing subspace for T and T |Np|T |´}T }Iq “ }T }U for
some unitary operator U P BpNp|T | ´ }T }Iqq. Again T |pNp|T |´}T }IqqK is
hyponormal AN -operator. Now repeating the same procedure, we get S0 :“
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T |H0 “
n0
‘
i“1
λiUi, where Ui P BpNp|T | ´ λiIqq is unitary operator for every
1 ď i ď n0.
As H0 is a reducing subspace for T , we get T |HK
0
is a hyponormal AN -
operator and }T |HK
0
} ď λ. Now, it is enough to look at the structure of
T |HK
0
.
We consider the following four cases which exhaust all possibilities.
Case p1q: λ is an eigenvalue of |T | with infinite multiplicity but not a
limit point of σp|T |q:
In this case pλ, }T }s X σp|T |q is a finite set by [15, Theorem 3.8] and con-
sequently n0 P N. In this case }T |HK
0
} “ |λ| and tλu “ σesspT |HK
0
q. Using
Proposition 3.2, we get HK0 “ H1 ‘ H2, where H2 is a finite dimensional
space and
T |HK
0
“
„
λS1 A
0 S2

,
where S1, A and S2 satisfy consditions pbq and pcq. Therefore T has the
following representation satisfying paq, pbq, pcq.
T “
»
–S0 0 00 λS1 A
0 0 S2
fi
fl .
Case p2q: λ is not an eigenvalue of |T | but it is a limit point of σp|T |q:
In this case, pλ, }T }sXσp|T |q “ tλ1, λ2, . . .u is an infinite set by [15, Theorem
3.8], and H1 “ t0u. As λ is not an eigenvalue of T , we get }T |HK
0
} ă λ. If
σp|T |q X r0, λq is empty, then H2 “ t0u and T “ S0.
If r0, λq X σp|T |q is non-empty and is equal to tδju
m0
j“1 for some m0 P N,
then take H2 “
m0
‘
i“1
Np|T | ´ δiIq and
T “
„
S0 0
0 S1

,
where S1 “
m0
‘
j“1
δjVj and Vj P B pNp|T | ´ δjIqq is a unitary operator.
Case p3q: λ is neither an eigenvalue of |T | nor a limit point of σp|T |q:
Then pλ, }T }s X σp|T |q is a finite set by [15, Theorem 3.8], thus n0 P N and
H1 “ t0u.
If r0, λq X σp|T |q is empty set, then H “ H0 and T “ S0.
If r0, λqXσp|T |q is non-empty and equal to tδ1, δ2, . . . δm0u for some m0 P
N, then H “ H0 ‘ H2 is finite dimensional Hilbert space, where H2 “
m0
‘
i“1
Np|T | ´ δiIq. As H0 is a reducing subspace for T , thus we have
T “
„
T |H0 0
0 T |HK
0

.
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Both T |H0 and T |HK
0
are hyponormal finite rank operators, hence normal.
By Theorem 1.6
T |H0 “
n0
‘
i“1
λiUi and T |HK
0
“
m0
‘
j“1
δjVj,
where Ui P B pNp|T | ´ λiIqq and Vj P B pNp|T | ´ δjIqq are unitary opera-
tors.
Case p4qq λ is an eigenvalue of |T | also it is a limit point of σp|T |q:
Here pλ, }T }s X σp|T |q is an infinite set, say tλ1, λ2, . . .u by [15, Theorem
3.8]. In this case }T |HK
0
} “ λ.
If r0, λqXσp|T |q is non-empty and equal to tδ1, δ2, . . . δm0u for some m0 P
N, then take H2 :“
m0
‘
i“1
Np|T | ´ δiIq and we have
T “
»
–S0 0 00 λS1 A
0 0 S2
fi
fl .
Using Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, we get either S1 is unitary or isometry
depending on the multiplicity of the eigenvalue λ. Note that A “ 0 if λ is
of finite multiplicity but it need not be zero operator, if λ is of infinite
multiplicity.
If r0, λq X σp|T |q is empty set, then H2 “ t0u and
T “
„
S0 0
0 λS1

.
If λ “ }T }, then the result follows from Proposition 3.2 
Corollary 3.5. Let T P BpHq satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.4. Then
T is normal if and only if S1 is a unitary operator.
Proof. Let S1 be a unitary operator. As S
˚
1A “ 0 and S1 is unitary, we
get A “ 0. In this case, S2 is a hyponormal operator. As it is finite-rank
operator, it must be normal by Theorem 1.3. Hence T is normal.
Conversely, suppose that T is a normal operator. As H1 is a reducing
subspace for T , this implies T |HK
1
is normal and satisfy the assumptions of
Corollary 3.3. Hence S1 is a unitary operator and A “ 0. 
Remark 3.6. Let T P AN pHq be a hyponormal operator. From Theorem
3.4, we observe that σpT q Ď Dp0, λq Y
ˆ
n0
Y
i“1
Cp0, λiq
˙
, where σessp|T |q “ tλu
and pλ, }T }s X σp|T |q “ tλ1, λ2, . . . λn0u, for some n0 P NY t8u.
Now, we demonstrate Theorem 3.4 with an example.
Example 3.7. Define T : ℓ2pNq Ñ ℓ2pNq by
T px1, x2, . . .q “
´x1
2
, 0,
x2
2
, x3, x4, . . .
¯
, @ px1, x2, . . .q P ℓ
2pNq.
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Then
T ˚px1, x2, . . .q “
´x1
2
,
x3
2
, x4, . . .
¯
, @ px1, x2, . . .q P ℓ
2pNq.
Clearly }T ˚pxnq} ď }T pxnq},@ pxnq P ℓ
2pNq, hence T is hyponormal. By
simple computation, we get
T ˚T px1, x2, . . .q “
´x1
4
,
x2
4
, x3, . . .
¯
.
It is easy to see that T ˚T “ I ´ F , where
F pxnq “
´x1
2
,
x2
2
, 0 . . .
¯
, @ pxnq P ℓ
2pNq.
By Theorem 1.5, we conclude that T ˚T is AN and hence T is AN by [19,
Corollary 2.11]. Now choose H1 :“ spante3, e4, . . .u and H2 “ spante1, e2u,
then T can be represented as
H1 H2¨
˝
˛
‚R A H10 12 0
0 0 0 H2
where Rpx3, x4, . . .q “ p0, x3, x4, . . .q and Apx1, x2q “ px2{2, 0, . . .q.
The following examples illustrates the fact that the Theorem 3.4 can be
improved in terms of the unitary operators for some particular cases but not
in general.
Example 3.8. Define T1, T2 : ℓ
2pNq Ñ ℓ2pNq by
T1px1, x2, x3, x4, . . .q “p0, x1, x2, 2x3, 2x4, . . .q, @ px1, x2, x3, x4, . . .q P ℓ
2pNq
T2px1, x2, x3, x4, . . .q “px1, 2x2, 0, 3x3, 3x4, . . .q, @ px1, x2, x3, x4, . . .q P ℓ
2pNq.
Let tenunPN be the standard orthonormal basis for ℓ
2pNq. ForH1 :“ spante3, e4, . . .u
and H2 “ span te1, e2u, we have
T1 “
H1 H2ˆ ˙
2R1 A1 H1
0 B1 H2
and T2 “
H1 H2ˆ ˙
3R1 0 H1
0 B2 H2
where
R1px3, x4, . . .q “p0, x3, x4, . . .q, @ px3, x4, . . .q P H1,
A1px1, x2q “px2, 0, 0, . . .q, @ px1, x2q P H2,
B1px1, x2q “p0, x1q, @ px1, x2q P H2,
B2px1, x2q “px1, 2x2q, @ px1, x2q P H2.
Note that B2 “ Itx1u‘ 2Itx2u. Observe that B1 is nilpotent and B2 is direct
sum of scalar multiple of unitary operators.
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We deduce the following well known result from Theorem 3.4.
Corollary 3.9. Let T P KpHq be a hyponormal operator. Then T is normal
Proof. If T is compact, then λ “ 0 in Theorem 3.4. Hence S2 “ 0. So
T “ S0 “
n0
‘
i“1
λiUi for n0 P NY t8u, which is clearly a normal operator. 
Corollary 3.10. If T P AN pHq is a hyponormal operator with σesspT q “
ωpT q, then T must be normal.
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, we can write T as
T “
H0 H1 H2˜ ¸
S0 0 0 H0
0 λS1 A H1
0 0 S2 H2
,
where S0, S1, S2, A and λ are as defined in Theorem 3.4. Note that
T “
»
–S0 0 00 λS1 0
0 0 0
fi
fl`
»
–0 0 00 0 A
0 0 0
fi
fl`
»
–0 0 00 0 0
0 0 S2
fi
fl .
Write
T˜ “
»
–S0 0 00 λS1 0
0 0 0
fi
fl .
This implies that σesspT˜ q Ď σpT˜ q Ď σpS0q Y σpλS1q Y t0u and consequently
AreapσesspT˜ qq ď AreapσpS0qq ` AreapσpλS1qq. Here ”Area” is nothing but
the planar Lebesgue measure of the set (see [16] for more details).
Since A and S2 are finite-rank operators, we have σesspT q “ σesspT˜ q and
ωpT q “ ωpT˜ q, so σesspT˜ q “ ωpT˜ q. Also note that indpT˜ ´ δIq “ indpλS1 ´
δIH1q for every δ P C. We know that σesspT˜ q “ ωpT˜ q thus σesspλS1q “
ωpλS1q. Since S0 is direct sum of scalar multiple of unitary operators, we
have σesspS0q “ ωpS0q. As both S0 and λS1 are hyponormal operators,
by [8, Theorem 3.1] we have σpS0qzωpS0q “ π00pS0q and σpλS1qzωpλS1q “
π00pλS1q.
Since σesspS0q, σesspλS1q Ď Cp0, λq, we have
AreapσpS0qq “AreapωpS0qq “ AreapσesspS0qq “ 0 and
AreapσpλS1qq “AreapωpλS1qq “ AreapσesspλS1qq “ 0.
Again by [8, Theorem 3.1], we know that σpT qzωpT q “ π00pT q and it follows
that
AreapσpT qq “ AreapωpT qq “ AreapσesspT qq “ AreapσesspT˜ qq
ď AreapσpS0qq `AreapσpλS1qq
“ 0.
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Since T is hyponormal operator, by [16, Theorem 1] we have
}T ˚T ´ TT ˚} ď
1
π
AreapσpT qq “ 0.
Hence T is normal. 
In [17, Question 3.12], it is asked that when a paranormal AN -operator is
normal? In the same paper, sufficient conditions are given for this problem.
Here we prove that we can drop some conditions and still we get normality.
Theorem 3.11. Let T, T ˚ be paranormal and T P AN pHq. Then T is
normal.
Proof. If |T | has no eigenvalue with infinite multiplicity, then by [17, Theo-
rem 3.13], T must be normal.
Next assume, that |T | has eigenvalue with infinite multiplicity. By [17,
Theorem 3.9], T can be represented as
T “
¨
˚˝
‘
βPσp|T |q
β‰β0
βUβ
˛
‹‚‘ β0Uβ0 ,
where σessp|T |q “ tβ0u. Here Uβ is unitary for all β ‰ β0.
Since |T | has an eigenvalue with infinite multiplicity, then it must be
β0. In this case Uβ0 is an isometry and Hβ0 “ Np|T | ´ β0Iq is a reducing
subspace for T . Moreover, T |Hβ0 “ β0Uβ0 . To show T is normal, it is
enough to prove that Uβ0 is unitary. As β0Uβ0 “ T |Hβ0 and the restriction
of a paranormal operator to any invariant subspace is also paranormal, thus
both the operators Uβ0 and U
˚
β0
are paranormal. By [11, Theorem 1], we
conclude that Uβ0 is unitary and hence T is normal. 
Remark 3.12. Theorem 3.11 strengthens the Theorem 3.13 of [17].
In Theorem 3.11 we have assumed that both T and T ˚ to be paranormal.
Can we drop the assumption that T ˚ is paranormal and prove the same
result. In other words, if T P AN pHq is paranormal, then can we conclude
that T is normal? In fact, this is not true. The unilateral right shift operator
R on ℓ2pNq is paranormal, AN -operator but it is not normal. This example
suggests that we need to assume some more conditions on T . It is proved
in Theorem [3, Theorem 4.15] that if T P AN pHq paranormal and NpT q “
NpT ˚q, then T is hyponormal. Now we show that with these assumptions
T becomes normal.
Corollary 3.13. Let T P AN pHq be a paranormal operator with NpT q “
NpT ˚q. Then T is normal.
Proof. We know that T P AN pHq is hyponormal operator, by Theorem [3,
Theorem 4.15]. By Corollary 3.5, it is enough to show that S1 is unitary in
Theorem 3.4.
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By Theorem 3.4 we know that NpS˚1 q Ď NpT
˚q. We claim that NpS˚1 q “
t0u. If x P NpS˚1 q, then x P NpT
˚q “ NpT q. This implies S1x “ 0, but as S1
is an isomtery, we have that x “ 0. This proves our claim and consequently
S1 is an onto isometry and hence a unitary operator. 
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